“Casa” means what in Spanish? Cash money or house

Which country invented toilet paper? China or Greece

Which bird was first domesticated by man? Robin or goose

Which country invented the game of chess? Romania or India

Which bird did Benjamin Franklin choose as the national symbol for the U.S. instead of the eagle? Owl or turkey

True or false: Horses can vomit. False

What is the world’s smallest country? Vatican City or Belgium

True or false: Goats’ eyes have rectangular pupils. True

What was the name of the Aztec ruler who met Cortes when he landed in Mexico in 1519? Montezuma or Chipotle

How much can the green anaconda snake of the Amazon rain forest weigh? 50 pounds or 500 pounds

People in which country eat basashi, or raw horse meat? Guatemala or Japan

True or false: A duck’s quack does not echo. True

Which African animal’s name means “river horse?” Wildebeest or hippopotamus

What is the French word for “boy?” Garcon or butler

Which ancient Central American people invented the zero? Toltec or Maya

In what country is Mount Everest? Nepal or Russia
Which has a larger population on earth—people or chickens?

Which country has the most Baskin Robbins ice cream stores outside the U.S.? Japan or South Africa

Which country has won the most Miss Universe pageants? France or United States

Where was the Statue of Liberty built? France or Canada

What is the largest island in the world? Madagascar or Greenland

Which South American country is hosting the 2016 Summer Olympic Games? Brazil or Bolivia

If it is summer in Indiana, what season is it in Australia? Winter or summer

Which country’s population sends the most text messages? Philippines or Bulgaria

What is the largest desert in the world? Kalahari or Sahara

True or false: Zebras have never been domesticated or tamed. True

Monarch butterflies from Indiana migrate in the winter to which country? Mexico or Canada

How do you say “goodbye” in Spanish? Adios or Hola

Which country hosts a tomato-throwing festival? Belgium or Spain

True or false: A donkey can see all four of its feet at all times. True

Which country invented the thermometer? Italy or Saudi Arabia

Where does the largest species of bat in the world live? Singapore or Switzerland
Which country has more than three million square miles of forest? Mongolia or Russia

Which country includes a peninsula called “Baja California?” Mexico or Vietnam

Which country created cinnamon? Sri Lanka or Nigeria

What is the longest recorded flight of a chicken? 30 minutes or 13 seconds

Which country’s national sport is Taekwondo? Bangladesh or South Korea

Failing to flush the toilet is a crime in what country? Singapore or Morocco

How far away can you hear the roar of a lion? One yard or five miles

Which South American country is 2,650 miles long but only 110 miles wide? Venezuela or Chile

Which country’s national sport is sumo wrestling? Japan or Germany

What is the capital city of Mexico? Mexico City or Los Angeles

Which African animal’s name means “nose horn?” Rhinoceros or wildebeest

Which country produces the most apples in the world? Australia or China

What drink was invented by the ancient Aztecs of Mexico? Hot chocolate or Pepsi

“How’s your leg?” means what in Spanish? “Hasta luego” or “See you later.”

Which country gave the U.S. two pandas after President Nixon visited there in 1972? China or Italy

True or false: The ancient Incas performed surgeries on patients’ skulls. True
How many llamas and alpacas live in South America today? 7,000 or 7 million

Which African animal has the largest eyes? Gorilla or giraffe

“Buenas noches” means what in Spanish? Good night or good nachos

Sweets or candy in Australia is called what? Lollies or junkies

Which country hosted the Summer Olympics in 2012? England or Iceland

Which country’s player scored the quickest goal in a soccer World Cup finals match in 2002—11 seconds? Turkey or Portugal

Which South American country hosts the world’s largest salsa festival and horse parade? Brazil or Colombia

Which South American country banned “The Simpsons” from airing in the country? Venezuela or Paraguay

Which country sits on two continents? Austria or Turkey

How many species of butterflies exist in the Amazon rain forest? 75 or 7,500

Indianapolis 500 winner Tony Kanaan is from which South American country? Brazil or Ecuador

Which country uses only one time zone even though it actually spans five? China or Afghanistan

In what country will you find the world’s largest padlock? India or Israel

Which country has the most museums? Vietnam or Israel

What animal is used to play polo in Nepal? Elephant or tiger

Cricket is the most popular sport in which country? Pakistan or Canada
In what animal stampede is Mufasa killed in the movie “The Lion King?”
Wildebeest or zebra

Women are not allowed to drive in this country, so McDonald’s offers free delivery: Saudi Arabia or Russia

Which animal provides more people with meat and milk in the world? Goat or alligator

How many species of ants can live on one tree in the Amazon rain forest? Five or 50

Which African animal has square-shaped lips? Rhinoceros or hyena

Ancient Egyptians slept on pillows made of what? Stone or snakes

How many types of spiders live in the rain forest of Costa Rica? 20,000 or 20

How many bones are in an elephant’s trunk? 50,000 or zero

Which country never invaded another country? India or Germany

True or false: Tigers do not have striped skin. False

Bullfighting is the national sport of which country? Poland or Mexico

Which is bigger—the ostrich brain or eyeball?

What is the only domestic animal not mentioned in the Bible? Cat or dog

Which country produces the most milk in the world? India or Spain

Which country is made up of over 7,000 islands? Hungary or Philippines

In which country do sacred cows roam the streets? India or Jamaica
Over sixty species of lemurs live on what island country in Africa? Madagascar or Cuba

Which country’s border with Canada is the longest in the world? Ireland or United States

What is a group of pigs called? Pack or litter

What do butterflies taste with? Feet or wings

President Obama’s father was born in which African country? Kenya or Bahamas

True or false: Rats can vomit. False

What does most of the hump of a camel contain? Fat or sand

True or false: Elephants can jump. False

How many hours per day do lions rest? Two or 20

True or false: A chameleon’s tongue is twice the length of its body. True

How big is a newborn baby kangaroo? One inch or one yard in length

True or false: Camels have three eyelids. True

True or false: Pigs cannot get sunburned. False

What is the only animal that never gets sick due to perfect immunity? Horses or sharks

In England and Australia, people call what the boot of the car? Trunk or hood

What is a Barbie in Australia? Bear or a grill

A joey is a baby what? Kangaroo or chimpanzee
True or false: Giraffes cannot cough. **True**

How many hours per day do elephants spend eating? **Sixteen** or one

What is the name of the traditional nap taken during the heat of the day in Latin American countries? Fiesta or **siesta**

What is the longest river in the world? **Nile** or Congo

Which crop was the most important in ancient Mayan culture? Radishes or **corn**

What is the French word for “beautiful?” **Belle** or Mulan

How do you say “hello” in Italian? Howdy-o or **Ciao**

True or false: Gorillas have no tail. **True**

True or false: Chimpanzees are not ticklish. **False**

How long will a grizzly bear cub live with its mother? 3 months or **3 years**

What is the Spanish word for “good?” **Bueno** or loco

What color is the grizzly bear’s nose? Pink or **black**

How many vertebrae bones are in the neck of a giraffe? 7 or 70

Which country is the site of popular cruise ship stops—Acapulco and Cancun? Fiji or **Mexico**

What is the Spanish word for “two?” **Dos** or diez

What is the German word for “five?” Fierce or **funf**

What is the Swahili word for “lion?” **Simba** or Scar

What country has the most Spanish speakers in the world? Sweden or **Mexico**
Which of these European countries never hosted an Olympic Games? Switzerland or Luxembourg

True or false: American buffalo are related to water buffalo in Africa and Asia. False

In what U.S. state will you find a royal palace? Hawaii or Idaho

In what U.S. state will you find the world’s largest underground cave? Kentucky or Rhode Island

What is the name of the zebra in the movie “Madagascar?” Maurice or Marty

True or false: A hippopotamus cannot outrun a human. False

Which country’s first Olympic medal was in men’s polo in the 1900 Paris Summer Olympics? United States or Mexico

Which of the large African cats store most of their food in a tree? Lions or leopards

Which U.S. state declared its independence from Mexico in 1836? Texas or New York

Kenyans have the second-most number of winners of what race? Indy 500 or Boston Marathon

What is the name of the lion in the movie “Madagascar?” Alex or Melman

Why do rhinos roll in the mud? Sunscreen or to kill flies

Which U.S. state produces the most maple syrup? Missouri or Vermont

Which continent has the most countries? Africa or South America

True or false: An elephant can pick up a grain of rice with its trunk. True
What is the Spanish word for “water?” Agua or Café

At what age do baby lions begin eating meat? 3 months or 3 years

Mount Kilimanjaro is the highest point on what continent? Asia or Africa

On which continent did all of the world’s great religions begin? Asia or South America

What is the largest continent in land mass? Asia or Africa

Which continent produces the most gold and diamonds? Australia or Africa

Both World Wars began on which continent? Europe or North America

On which continent is the world’s largest river system? Australia or South America

Death Valley is the lowest point on which continent? North America or South America

Which country has the highest number of lakes in the world? Canada or Argentina

Which continent’s countries have won the most Olympic medals? Asia or North America

Which continent is the only one to have every type of climate? South America or North America?

Which country is the most prone to having earthquakes? China or Mexico

Which country has the world’s largest salt lake? Bolivia or Brazil

Which country has won the most World Cup soccer tournaments? Ireland or Brazil
In which country was golf invented? **Scotland** or India

Which country is the land of leprechauns and shamrocks? **Ireland** or Finland

Composers Bach and Beethoven were from which country? New Zealand or **Germany**

From which country were the Beatles and the Rolling Stones? **England** or Portugal

From which country is Justin Bieber, Carly Rae Jepsen, and Ryan Gosling? Norway or **Canada**

Which country claims to have invented ice hockey and instant mashed potatoes? **Canada** or Jamaica

Where is the world’s largest mall? **United Arab Emirates** or Jordan

Which American city has the largest population of Polish people? Los Angeles or **Chicago**

Which continent is the only land on the planet not owned by any country? **Antarctica** or Africa

Which U.S. state has the longest coastline? California or **Alaska**

True or false: There are no natural lakes in the state of Ohio. **True**

Which ancient city was the first to reach a population of one million? Alexandria, Egypt or **Rome, Italy**

True or false: Siberia in Russia contains more than 25% of the world’s forest. **True**

What percentage of the roads are unpaved in Canada? **75%** or 7%

Which country’s population drinks about 1,000 cups of tea per person each year? Thailand or **Great Britain**
In 1933 Charles Lindbergh was the first person to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean from New York to what country? France or Portugal

Doing “the wave” first became a global sports phenomenon at a World Cup soccer match in what country in 1986? Mexico or Slovakia

What country is the least densely populated? Bangladesh or Mongolia

Which country had the first woman to be the elected leader in 1960? Italy or Sri Lanka

What city’s World’s Fair in 1893 featured the first Ferris wheel? Chicago or London

What American city had the first shopping carts at the Piggly Wiggly supermarket? Oklahoma City or Las Vegas

Which city’s team won the first World Series in 1903? Pittsburgh or Boston

Which amusement park had the world’s first rollercoaster in 1884? Coney Island or Disneyworld

Which American city had the world’s first gorilla born in captivity at its zoo in 1956? Columbus, Ohio or Atlanta, Georgia

In what city was the first Starbucks coffee house opened in 1971? Seattle, Washington or Dallas, Texas

Which state had the first female governor? Indiana or Wyoming

Which U.S. state was the site of the first Pizza Hut restaurant in 1958? Kansas or Illinois

What state is the site of the geographical center of North America? North Dakota or Louisiana

In which U.S. state will you find Mt. Rushmore? Minnesota or South Dakota
In which U.S. state will you find the first national park Yellowstone (dedicated in 1872)? **Wyoming** or Oregon

Which country has the most coastline with more than 151,000 miles? **Canada** or South Africa

The first James Bond movie was filmed on what island country? Madagascar or **Jamaica**

In what country will you find the world’s largest swimming pool? **Chile** or Pakistan

A player from which country scored the first ever goal in a World Cup soccer match? **France** or Venezuela

What country hosted the first Winter Olympic Games in 1924? **Italy** or France

Which island features over 800 large stone carvings of faces called Moai? Puerto Rico or **Easter Island**

Which country was the first in the world to offer bungee jumping? **New Zealand** or Egypt

Which religious leader’s traditional home is in Tibet, now a part of China? The Pope or **the Dalai Lama**

Which country has a temple dedicated to a Hindu rat goddess where more than 20,000 rats live? **India** or Tanzania

Which country has the world’s first wildlife park built for night visits? **Singapore** or Romania

In what country will you find the world’s first underwater hotel? **United Arab Emirates** or Thailand

In what country will you find the Suez Canal? **Egypt** or Panama
In what country was the first *Star Wars* movie filmed in 1976? Japan or **Tunisia**

In what country will you find the world’s coldest village Oymyakon? **Russia** or Iceland

In what country was Mother Teresa born? **Macedonia** or Spain

Which country’s runner won the first Olympic marathon? Poland or **Greece**

In what country was the ballpoint pen invented? **Hungary** or Japan

Which city has 150 canals using narrow boats called gondolas for travel? **Venice, Italy** or Moscow, Russia

From what country did Christopher Columbus first set sail across the Atlantic Ocean in 1492? Ireland or **Spain**

Which country’s prime minister made the first cell phone call in the world in 1991? Morocco or **Finland**

The rock band U2 is from which country? **Ireland** or Bulgaria

In 1954 which country’s runner Roger Bannister was the first person to run a mile in under four minutes? **Great Britain** or Ethiopia

Which country is the original home for several breeds of dogs including dachshunds and Doberman pinschers? Ukraine or **Germany**

Which country was ruled by an emperor named Napoleon? India or **France**

In what country will you find the world’s highest waterfall Angel Falls? **Venezuela** or Zimbabwe

Escape artist Harry Houdini was the first person to fly an aircraft in which country in 1910? United States or **Australia**

Which country created the first mp3 player in 1998? Iran or **South Korea**
In what country will you find the ancient market city of Timbuktu? **Mali** or Germany
Yuri Gagarin, the first man in space, blasted off from the Cosmodrome in which country? Cuba or **Kazakhstan**

The original story of Dracula takes place in Transylvania in which country? **Romania** or Turkey

From which country is Nicolaus Copernicus, who wrote the first book explaining that the Earth is not at the center of the universe? Norway or **Poland**

In which country was Velcro created? Netherlands or **Switzerland**

In which country was the world’s first ice hotel built? Iraq or **Sweden**

In which country will you find the Autobahn motorway with no speed limits? **Germany** or Japan

Which country is known for its wooden shoes, windmills, and tulips? **Netherlands** or Czech Republic

In which country will you find the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo? Ecuador or **Brazil**

Which country is known for its sushi and bullet trains? **Japan** or Austria

The world’s biggest herd of buffalo lives in what country? **Canada** or Saudi Arabia

Which U.S. state is the home of sports teams called the Heat, Dolphins, Buccaneers, and Magic? Texas or **Florida**

Writers William Shakespeare and J.K. Rowling are from which country? **Great Britain** or Portugal

Which country created the Lego brick toys? **Denmark** or China
Which U.S. state hosted the world’s first duck-calling championship? Massachusetts or Arkansas
In what U.S. state did the Mount St. Helens volcano erupt in 1980? Washington or New Mexico

Which U.S. state is the home of sports teams called Hawks and Falcons? Tennessee or Georgia

Which U.S. state is the home of sports teams called Vikings, Timberwolves, and Twins? Ohio or Minnesota

Which U.S. state is the home of sports teams called Chiefs, Cardinals, Royals, and Rams? Missouri or Alabama

Which country’s national police force is nicknamed “Mounties?” Canada or France

Which country was ruled by Josef Stalin and Boris Yeltsin? Finland or Russia

On which continent will you find the countries of Uganda, Togo, Botswana, and Sudan? Africa or Asia

On which continent will you find the countries of Guatemala, Canada, Panama, and Costa Rica? North America or South America

On which continent will you find the countries of North Korea, Mongolia, Israel, and Iraq? Africa or Asia

On which continent will you find the countries of Jordan, Saudi Arabia, China, and Cambodia? Asia or Africa

In what U.S. state will you find the Iditarod Dogsled Race? California or Alaska

Lillehammer and Oslo are two cities that have hosted the Olympic Games in what country? South Korea or Norway
Montreal, Calgary, and Vancouver are cities that have hosted the Olympic Games in what country? **Canada** or Germany

Lake Placid, St. Louis, and Salt Lake City are cities that have hosted the Olympic Games in what country? **United States** or Bahamas

What country’s capital is Nassau? Haiti or **Bahamas**

In what country will you find the world’s largest group of flamingoes? **Bahamas** or Ireland

What country is famous for its cigars, baseball, and its leader Fidel Castro? **Cuba** or Tahiti

Which country’s runner Usain Bolt was named the world’s fastest man in 2012? Belgium or **Jamaica**

The United States gained which island after the Spanish-American War in 1898? **Puerto Rico** or Hawaii

In what state did the Japanese bomb American battleships stationed at Pearl Harbor during World War II? **Hawaii** or Florida

Painter Salvador Dali and soccer player Cristiano Ronaldo are from which country? Austria or **Spain**

Basketball player Patrick Ewing and singer Sean Kingston are from which country? **Jamaica** or Colombia

In which country does the Pope live? **Vatican City** or Mexico

Which country used to be called Siam? Pakistan or **Thailand**

In what island country will you find Komodo dragons, the world’s largest lizards? Cuba or **Indonesia**
In which of these countries will you see Saint Bernard dogs in the Alps? **Switzerland** or Greece

In which country did Allied forces storm the beaches of Normandy on D-Day during World War II? **France** or Netherlands

Tokyo, Sapporo, and Nagano are cities that have hosted the Olympic Games in which country? Germany or **Japan**

Which country was the first to have a population of more than one billion people? **China** or Iran

American Hiram Bingham rediscovered the ancient Inca city of Machu Picchu on a mountain peak in the Andes Mountains in 1911 in which country? Bermuda or **Peru**

Which country’s barrier reef is the largest in the world and can be seen from space? **Australia** or Argentina

Doc Holliday and Wyatt Earp and his brothers fought the most famous gunfight in the history of the west in Tombstone in which state? Nevada or **Arizona**

What is the smallest continent? **Australia** or Antarctica